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This article examines the multiple realizability thesis within a causal framework. The beginnings of this framework are found in Elliott Sober’s “Multiple Realizability Argument
against Reduction,” which argues that the multiple realizability thesis poses no challenge to
reductive explanation. While Sober’s causal approach has the potential to reveal new insights, I argue that his setup fails to capture important aspects of the multiple realizability
thesis. After correcting for these issues, I argue that this causal framework reveals something
quite different. It reveals how multiple realizability relates to a common type of causal complexity in biology that poses problems for reductive explanation.

1. Introduction. The multiple realizability thesis developed by Putnam
(1967, 1975) and Fodor (1968, 1974) has received signiﬁcant attention for its
argument against reductive explanation. A key feature of this thesis is its focus
on cases in which a particular higher-level phenomenon, such as “money” or
“pain,” is multiply realized by different lower-level details. These details might
consist of different currencies (wampum, dollars, checks, etc.) in the case of
money and different physical brain states in the case of pain. In these examples,
the one-to-many relationship between predicates in some higher-level science
and those in a lower-level science is said to render reductive explanation unattainable. The splintering of predicates at lower levels prevents them from capturing the single higher-level predicate that they all realize and the causal regularities that this higher-level predicate ﬁgures in. These points have been used to
suggest that higher-level detail can provide explanations that are “objectively”
superior to explanations provided by lower-level detail. This is because some
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higher-level details capture a kind of generality, unity, and broad scope that is
lost at the lower levels. Such claims have been used to argue for the “autonomy”
of the special sciences from lower-level sciences such as physics (Putnam 1975,
131–32).
In an inﬂuential article, Sober (1999) argues against these conclusions of the
multiple realizability thesis. He examines this thesis in the context of causal
explanation in biology and claims that there are no convincing reasons to view
higher-level details as more explanatorily relevant than lower-level ones. The
level of detail cited by scientists has to do with the amount of detail that they are
interested in, where this is driven by “matter[s] of taste” (551). Sometimes they
are interested in more detail, sometimes they are interested in less, and each
choice is guided by different explanatory virtues. In contrast to what details interest scientists, there are further questions about what details provide “objectively” superior explanations. According to Sober, lower-level details can provide objectively superior explanations compared to higher-level ones. He
suggests that for any explanatory target, lower-level details can always be included without detracting from the explanation. The worst offense committed
by this extra lower-level detail is that it “explains too much,” while the same
cannot be said for higher-level detail (547). According to Sober, the multiple
realizability thesis has overlooked this consideration and failed to appreciate
that just because someone “may not want to hear the gory details . . . does
not mean that the details are not explanatory” (549). His main points are that
the multiple realizability thesis poses no threat to reductive explanation, that a
reductive claim actually follows from this thesis, and that various successes in
biology are a result of the fact that this multiple realizability thesis has not “won
the hearts” of scientists in this domain (556). Sober’s argument has received
signiﬁcant praise and attention in the ﬁeld, with some claiming that his analysis
has “deﬁnitively refuted” the multiple realizability argument against reduction
(Butterﬁeld 2011a, 942; 2011b, 104).
One unique feature of Sober’s (1999) article is that it analyzes causal explanation to support various claims about the multiple realizability thesis and
reductive explanation. This approach has a number of potential advantages.
It has the potential to capture new challenges that multiple realizability might
pose for explanation, how these relate to actual causal scenarios in biology (if
at all), and how reductive explanation fares in light of them. However, while
this approach has the potential to reveal new insights, Sober’s setup fails to
capture important aspects of the multiple realizability thesis.1 In particular,
1. My analysis examines multiple realizability and reductive explanation in the context
of actual biological science. This differs from the approach found in Sober’s work. Sober
is primarily interested in explanatory reduction “in principle” as opposed to “in practice”
(1999, 543). He is concerned with the possibility of explanatory reduction for “future
science” or some “complete physics,” even if this is not yet found in current science
(543). Despite these differences, Sober still considers biological case studies, scientiﬁc
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his analysis examines a token-level explanatory target, while the main strength
of the multiple realizability thesis pertains to type-level explanatory targets.
After revising Sober’s causal framework to properly capture this feature, I
argue that this causal framework reveals something quite different. First,
it captures how multiple realizability relates to a common type of causal
complexity in biology, which I call causal heterogeneity. Second, it clariﬁes
how multiple realizability and causal heterogeneity do pose problems for reductive explanation. These problems have to do with situations in which
lower-level detail is less explanatory, in an objective sense, than higher-level
detail. In these cases, explanatory power has to do with the scope of a factor’s
control over instances of a type-level explanatory target. This notion of scope is
related to how “proportional” a cause is to its effect, or how well it “ﬁts” with
its effect (Yablo 1992; Woodward 2010). Third, I suggest that while these cases
do reveal challenges for reductive explanation they do not support the strict
“autonomy” of higher-level phenomena from lower levels. This analysis supports a more measured view about the consequences of multiple realizability
for reductive explanation. Some higher-level biological explanations enjoy a
kind of “autonomy” from lower-level details and others have a reductive character. The particular level of detail that is cited in these explanations is determined by the level at which relevant causal factors are located, and these factors may be located anywhere from (i) lower or (ii) midrange to (iii) higher
levels.
2. Multiple Realizability. Discussions of reductive explanation and multiple realizability often start with a layered view of the world in which it is composed of hierarchical levels. The lowest level is occupied by physics, the next
highest level by chemistry, and further increasing levels include biology, psychology, and various social sciences (Wimsatt 1976a; Sober 1999). Given
this picture, the basic idea of reduction is that “all the special sciences reduce
to physics” (Fodor 1974, 98). This is often understood as the claim that the
laws or causal generalizations ﬁguring in explanations of the higher-level sciences can be reduced to laws or causal generalizations that operate at the lower
levels of physics. While reductionism is ultimately concerned with reducing
these higher-level regularities down to the level of physics, many analyses
focus on the possibility of reduction from a given level down to any lower

reasoning in biology, and the inﬂuence of these debates on scientiﬁc practice. However,
I will refrain from extending my analysis to claims about “in principle,” “future,” or
“complete” science. Basing an analysis off of “future” science seems contentious and
unhelpful—we do not know what the future will hold, and these guesses about the future
do not represent actual science. I aim to show that multiple realizability and causal heterogeneity pose problems for reductive explanation in actual biological science.
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level. This larger reductive project is thought to depend on and involve these
more local cases of reduction.
2.1. Putnam and Fodor. In order to explore this further, consider the
higher-level regularity “smoking causes lung cancer.” This can be captured
by “P → Q” in ﬁgure 1, where P 5 smoking, Q 5 lung cancer, and the arrow
represents their causal connection. This captures a higher-level causal explanation in the sense that causes explain their effects. Standard accounts claim
that reducing this higher-level explanation to a lower-level one involves at
least two main things. First, (i) predicates in the higher-level explanation
should be rendered into predicates familiar to the vocabulary of the lowerlevel science. In this step, “bridge principles” connect terms in the vocabularies of each science. These connections are represented by the dotted lines
in ﬁgure 1. These connections are “symmetric” identity relations in the sense
that they depict higher-level properties and those lower-level details that instantiate or realize them. For example, bridge principles connect the higherlevel predicate “smoking” (P) to the particular lower-level carcinogens (A1,
A2, or An) that realize or instantiate this property. In the second step, (ii) the
laws or causal regularities that involve these higher-level predicates should
be translated into laws or regularities in the lower-level science. These laws
or regularities are asymmetric causal relations, as opposed to the symmetric
identity relations discussed in the ﬁrst step (Fodor 1974, 99). Such causal relations are represented by the horizontal arrows in ﬁgure 1, which capture the
direction of causal inﬂuence.
According to Fodor and Putnam, there is at least one main problem for this
reductive project. The problem is that phenomena in the higher-level science
are multiply realized by phenomena in the lower-level science in a way that
prevents the lower-level science from capturing desirable features of the
higher-level explanation. In particular, the lower-level science does not capture

Figure 1. Redrawn from Fodor (1974, 109).
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the single higher-level regularity that the distinct lower-level properties all
ﬁgure in or what it is that these lower-level properties all have in common.
In order to see this, consider the fact that the higher-level explanation uniﬁes
a class of events that share important features. The higher-level explanation
captures how all (or most) cases of smoking result in a signiﬁcantly increased
risk of acquiring lung cancer no matter which of a number of different carcinogens are involved. The similarity of these cases cannot be captured at the
lower-level science because they are “wildly disjunctive” at this level (Fodor
1974, 103). In other words, the higher-level regularity captures an explanatory pattern that is lost at the lower level because it is “about events whose
[lower-level] physical descriptions have nothing in common” (103). In this
sense, the lower-level science “conceals” (Putnam 1975, 132) common features across these cases, and, in doing so, it fails to capture their “epistemologically important properties” (Fodor 1974, 103). These properties are captured in the higher-level science, which is said to provide a superior
explanation because of its broad scope, application to a wide range of systems, and the fact that it can generalize to other cases (Putnam 1975). The
inability to capture these features at the lower level marks a failure of the reductive project. This is not to say that the lower-level details are entirely
unexplanatory, but if they are explanatory they provide a “terrible” explanation (131). Fodor and Putnam are careful to clarify that this multiple
realizability thesis is not problematic for token-level physicalism (which is
often confused with reduction) or the claim that single instances of higherlevel phenomena are instantiated by particular lower-level details (Fodor
1974, 105). The proper target of the multiple realizability thesis is reductivism, which entails a kind of type-level physicalism in which type-level predicates in a special science correspond to type-level predicates in a lower-level
science. In other words, while one might be able to “reduce” a single instance
(token level) of some outcome to a lower-level science, the claim is that this
cannot be done for multiple instances of a particular higher-level outcome
(type level).2 Failure of the later (type-level physicalism) is the focus of the
multiple realizability thesis.
2.2. Sober’s Analysis. Sober frames his analysis of the multiple realizability thesis with ﬁgure 2. This ﬁgure illustrates a higher-level causal relationship in which a single instance of x causes a single instance of y. While
the higher-level property x can be instantiated by a variety of lower-level details, the particular instance of x in question is instantiated by the particular
lower-level properties z. The symmetric relationship of identity (or realization) between x and z is represented by arrow d, while the asymmetric relationships of causation from x to y, and from z to y are represented by
2. As Fodor states, “token physicalism is weaker than reductivism” (1974, 100).
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Figure 2. Relationships of realization and causation in Sober’s (1999) smoking
example.

arrows e.3 Sober focuses his analysis on the latter causal relationships because
“these provide the clearest cases of scientiﬁc explanations” (1999, 546). He
claims that the multiple realizability thesis bears on whether the higher- or
lower-level causes are equally explanatorily relevant to y and that this thesis
views the higher-level cause as providing a better explanation. According to Sober, the multiple realizability thesis maintains that “(z) does not explain (y), or
so this argument contends” (544). In other words, the multiple realizability thesis argues that the higher-level cause is explanatory, while the lower-level cause
is either not explanatory or less explanatory than the higher-level alternative.
Before proceeding, it will help to highlight some aspects of Sober’s framework that differ from other treatments of multiple realizability in the literature.
In accordance with Sober, I understand realization as a synchronic and symmetric relationship of identity. For example, a particular cigarette may be
realized by or identiﬁed by chemical A1, at a lower level. Notice how this
relationship of realization (or identity) is different from the relationship of
causation. As captured in Sober’s ﬁgure 2, causation is temporal and asymmetric, as causes both precede and produce their effects. The same cannot
be said of realizers—the synchronic relationship of realizer-to-realized conﬂicts with the temporal precedence of causes relative to their effects. This
is supported by the fact that these realizer-realized relationships fail to meet
commonly accepted standards of causation (Woodward 2014, 706–9) and
by the fact that we do not claim that the lower-level chemical A1 causes the
cigarette that it instantiates.4 While Sober’s framework treats realization
and causation as distinct types of relationships, other treatments of multiple
realizability understand realization as having some sort of causal or functional
3. Sober refers to these relationships as “synchronic determination” and “diachronic explanation,” respectively (1999, 544).
4. Or, that we do not claim that (z) “smoking A1” is a cause of (x) “smoking cigarette P.”
Notice that it is challenging to view z as causally relevant to x because it does not clearly
make sense to intervene on z with respect to x. This is because interventions on z “automatically change” x because of the realization (or supervenience) relation. For further
support of this view, see Woodward (2003, 2014).
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character (Shapiro 2000; Polger and Shapiro 2016).5 While a detailed analysis
of each framework is clearly outside the scope of this article, this clariﬁcation
can help situate the present analysis in the landscape of current publications
on this topic.
How does Sober use the framework represented in ﬁgure 2? Sober argues
against the multiple realizability thesis by denying that higher-level causes
can have an objectively privileged explanatory status over lower-level ones.
He frames this discussion in terms of the “amount” of causal detail that might
be cited in an explanation, with higher levels containing less detail and lower
levels containing more. He claims that the amount and level of detail cited in
an explanation is dictated by “matter[s] of taste” and scientists’s interests (Sober 1999, 551). Attention to scientiﬁc practice shows that they sometimes
care about more detail, other times they care about less, and there is no ﬁxed
rule about some level or amount of detail always being more explanatory
than another. In this sense, both x and z should be viewed as explanatorily
relevant to y, and appealing to each cause supports different explanatory virtues. The higher-level cause provides explanatory breadth, while the lowerlevel one provides explanatory depth. Neither virtue captures an objective
metric for explanatory power. This suggests a kind of ﬂexibility and role
for subjective preference in identifying the explanans. The same effect or outcome can have different explanations, which “vary in how detailed they are
and in the level of organization described” (550).
While Sober denies that higher-level causes are objectively privileged
over lower-level ones, he does not argue against such privileging in the opposite direction. Although he can seem to strike a neutral position regarding
the explanatory power of higher- and lower-level detail, this is not a complete
reading of his view. Getting clear on this requires appreciating how he distinguishes explanatory virtues from considerations that make an explanation objectively better than another. He suggests that while different levels of detail
can serve different sorts of virtues, none of them latch on to any quality that
objectively distinguishes superior explanations from inferior ones. These virtues are valued in different contexts without supplying a general, objective
metric for gauging explanatory power. In this sense, with respect to explanatory virtues, the level of detail cited can go either way—higher-level detail
has virtues that lower-level detail lacks and vice versa. However, with respect
to what makes an explanation “objectively” better than another, there is not
this type of equality among detail across levels. Sober suggests that there
are reasons to think that lower-level details can and do provide objectively
superior explanations than higher-level ones. This can be seen in three main
points emphasized in his article. First, he suggests that for any explanatory
5. On these latter accounts, causal or functional facts play a role is distinguishing legitimate instances of multiple realizability from pseudocases (Polger and Shapiro 2016).
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target, lower-level details can always be included without detracting from an
explanation. As he states, lower-level detail is never unexplanatory although
it might be more than you want to hear. The worst offense committed by this
extra detail is that it “explains too much,” while the same cannot be said for
higher-level detail. Thus, “physics in principle can explain any singular occurrence that a higher-level science is able to explain [although] the level of detail
in such physical explanations may be more than many would want to hear, but
a genuine explanation is provided nonetheless” (Sober 1999, 561). This reveals a kind of asymmetry in explanatory power: lower-level detail is relevant
to any explanatory target, while higher-level detail is rarely (if ever) relevant to
lower-level explananda.
Second, Sober claims that lower-level details are what really do the “work”
in producing higher-level phenomena and that this justiﬁes their privilege or
priority in explanations. We see this in his analysis of the smoking example:
When scientists discover why smoking causes cancer, they are ﬁnding out
which ingredients in cigarette smoke are carcinogenic. If smoking causes
cancer, this is presumably because the micro-conﬁguration of cigarette smoke
is doing the work. If their [sic] turn out to be several carcinogenic ingredients
and different cigarettes contain different ones, this does not make the molecular inquiry explanatorily irrelevant to the question of why people get cancer.
The fact that P is multiply realizable does not mean that P’s realizations fail to
explain the singular occurrences that P explains. A smoker may not want to
hear the gory details, but that does not mean that they are not explanatory.
(Sober 1999, 548–49; emphasis added)

Thus, even in cases in which higher-level detail is cited, there are always lowerlevel factors that are really responsible for the regularity or outcome of interest.
Both of these points are supported by others in the literature. For example, Waters claims that higher-level detail, while more general, provides “shallow explanations” compared to the “deeper accounts” provided by lower-level detail
(1900, 131). A third reason for the objective explanatory power of lower-level
over higher-level detail is that physics has a kind of “causal completeness” that
other sciences simply do not have. Sober references Hempel’s work to suggest
that completeness is a quality that objectively tracks explanatory power and
that it is uniquely provided by physics, as opposed to higher-level sciences.
This notion of causal completeness provides an objective measure of explanatory strength, unlike the ways in which higher-level sciences support explanatory virtues or seem “illuminating” for various subjective reasons. This is
explained by the fact that “illumination is to some degree in the eye of the beholder; however, the sense in which physics can provide complete explanations
is supposed to be perfectly objective” (Sober 1999, 561). Furthermore, “if
singular occurrences can be explained by citing their causes, then the causal
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completeness of physics insures that physics has a variety of explanatory completeness that other sciences do not possess” (562). Thus, according to Sober,
lower-level detail has more explanatory power than higher-level detail in a way
that is untouched by multiple realizability arguments.
3. Multiple Realizability in a Causal Framework. Analyzing the multiple realizability thesis within the framework of causal explanation, as Sober
does, is a welcome move. This approach has the potential to capture new
challenges that multiple realizability might pose for explanation, how these
relate to actual causal scenarios in biology (if at all), and how reductive explanation fares in light of them.6 However, there are issues with Sober’s
analysis that misrepresent the claims and force of this thesis. Correcting
these issues reveals a number of new points. Most notably, it reveals how
multiple realizability is related to a particular type of causal complexity that
poses problems for reductive explanation, or explanations of higher-level
phenomena that appeal to lower-level properties.7
Assessing whether some level of detail is causally (and, thus, explanatorily)
relevant to an effect requires ﬁrst specifying two main things: (1) the effect of
interest and (2) what is meant by “cause” or “causally” relevant. I will address
the causal topic ﬁrst. In this analysis, I adopt an interventionist account of causation in which causes “make a difference” to their effects (Woodward 2003).
On this account, to say that C is a cause of E means that some intervention that
changes the values of C, and no other variables in background circumstances B,
produces changes in the values of E. In other words, causes are factors that
operate like “switches” in the sense that they can be manipulated to provide
control over their effects. Manipulating these causal factors produces reliable
changes in the effects they are related to. This framework can be used to understand the causal relationships represented in Sober’s ﬁgure 2. Within an interventionist framework, we can view variables x, z, and y in the following
way. Variable x takes the values 1 and 0 when a patient smokes and does not
smoke, variable z takes the values 1 and 0 when a carcinogen is present or
not, and variable y takes the values 1 and 0 when lung cancer is present in a
patient or absent. Within this setup, to say that x caused y simply means that
smoking “makes a difference” to whether one acquires lung cancer. The fact
6. Although Sober claims that there are legitimate examples of multiple realizability in biology, there is a signiﬁcant amount of debate in the literature surrounding this view. A signiﬁcant amount of work has examined how common or uncommon multiple realizability
actually is in science, including Bechtel and Mundale (1999), Keeley (2000), Richardson
(2008), and Polger and Shapiro (2016).
7. Notice that this “causal” notion of reductive explanation differs from more traditional accounts, which involve explaining theories by “deriving them or reducing them to other theories” (Wimsatt 1976b, 671). Sober relies on a “causal” notion of reductive explanation
(1999, 546), which is compatible with the analysis of causal explanation in this article.
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Figure 3. Causal heterogeneity.

that an individual smoked is viewed as the cause of her cancer, and if she
had not smoked we think that this would have prevented her disease. A similar
interpretation makes sense of the causal relationship between z and y, or the
lower-level carcinogen and the disease outcome. Variable z is causally relevant
to y in the sense that intervening on z—and changing whether the carcinogen is
present or absent—provides causal control over whether lung cancer occurs or
not. There is nothing mysterious about claiming that the cigarette smoke or the
lower-level carcinogen are causally relevant to this instance of lung cancer.
However, as we will soon see, this does not mean that these factors are equally
explanatorily relevant to all instances of this disease.
Before we examine the relevant explanatory target in this debate, we should
ﬁll in the story above and Sober’s ﬁgure 2 with more detail that is present in the
multiple realizability case. In this case, the higher-level cause variable x is multiply realized by various lower-level variables that capture different physical
details (z1, z2, . . . , zn) represented in ﬁgure 3. Just like Sober’s original lowerlevel carcinogen (z), each of these lower-level causes (z1, z2, . . . , zn) are individually sufﬁcient to produce y, and, thus, each is causally relevant to some
instances of this outcome (y). Figure 3 differs from ﬁgure 2 in the sense that
it (i) includes the many realizers of the higher-level cause (x), (ii) it displays
their causal relation to the higher-level effect (y), and (iii) it represents the
higher-level effect (y) as a type-level variable that captures many instances of lung
cancer (as opposed to a single instance).8 The presence of multiple realizability
in this case relates to a unique causal structure. This structure is causal heterogeneity—it refers to a situation in which distinct instances of the same effect
have completely different (or heterogeneous) causes. The causal heterogeneity
8. Current literature on this topic often asks: How do we know that a legitimate case of multiple realizability has been identiﬁed, as opposed to a pseudocase? Although a sufﬁcient answer to this large question will surely require a separate paper, Sober (1999) and Woodward’s
(2014) framework provides a suggestion. In particular, one way to identify legitimate cases
of multiple realizability is to ﬁx lower-level properties in order to see whether they ﬁx the
higher-level entity that they may realize ( pseudorealizers should fail this test). For further discussion of this question, see Polger and Shapiro (2016).
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of y has to do with the multiple realizability of x: the distinct lower-level realizers of x all stand in a causal relationship to instances of y. Causal heterogeneity is very common in biological and biomedical contexts. It is present in
cases of genetically heterogeneous phenotypes, which are traits that can be
produced by completely different individually sufﬁcient gene variants. I examine these and other cases of causal heterogeneity, in the next section. Notice
that ﬁgure 3 does not include the lower-level realizers of the effect variable
“lung cancer” (similar to Sober’s ﬁg. 2). This higher-level effect variable represents a common type of explanatory target in biology, and (as I suggest in
what follows) it is one that is a natural focus of the multiple realizability thesis.9
With these details and the relevant notion of causation speciﬁed, we can
now consider what the (1) effect of interest or explanatory target should be.
In the context of the multiple realizability thesis, one natural explanatory target
is a type-level phenomenon in some higher-level science. The target is a higherlevel phenomenon because the debate in question is concerned with whether
higher-level sciences can be reduced to lower-level ones. Second, the target
is a type level because we are considering potential challenges that multiple
realizability poses for reduction, and multiple realizability implies a type-level
focus. In order to consider the multiple realizations of some higher-level property, distinct instances of that higher-level property have to be considered. Multiple realization is not visible or apparent at the level of single cases because by
deﬁnition it involves variation in lower-level realizers across distinct cases.
Type-level (or population-wide) explanatory targets are incredibly common in
biology and other special sciences. In fact, this can be seen in questions such
as “What is the cause of lung cancer?” as this question asks for an explanation
of this disease in the human population. Of course, single instances are also of
interest in these sciences—we see this in the focus on treating and explaining
disease in single patients. However, here the point is that type-level explananda
are a focus of the multiple realizability thesis and that they are a representative
type of explanandum in actual science. Thus, an issue with Sober’s analysis is
that he examines the multiple realizability thesis with respect to explanations of
token-level outcomes or single instances, as opposed to considering type-level
phenomena. This point is nicely made in Batterman (2018). This ultimately
prevents Sober from identifying certain issues that multiple realizability poses
for reductive explanation. This is a feature that he retains in his analysis despite the fact that (1) multiple realizability is not evident at the level of single
9. How do we know that causal heterogeneity is really different from multiple realizability?
As mentioned in section 2.2, this analysis depends on a framework in which realization and
causation are distinct relationships. Within this framework, causes precede and produce their
effects, while realizers instantiate (and share an identify relation) with the phenomena they
realize. If realization and causation are different types of relationships, stating that a property
has many realizers is clearly different from stating that this property has many causes.
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outcomes and that (2) Fodor and Putnam explicitly deny that such cases are a
target of their thesis.10
Suppose the explanatory target is ﬁxed to a type-level outcome. How does
this inform our analysis of what level of causal detail explains and is causally
relevant to this target? In the lung cancer example, notice that there is a problem with appealing to a single lower-level carcinogen (such as z1) in explaining the population-wide occurrence of this disease. The problem is that any
single lower-level carcinogen only “makes a difference” to and explains a
narrow subset of all cases of the disease. This can be understood in terms
of the scope of a factor’s causal control over an effect. In this case, carcinogen
z1 has control of narrow scope, in the sense that manipulating this factor only
controls and explains a fraction of all cases of the effect of interest. In the terminology used above, this can be understood as the carcinogen being a
“switch” that only has control over a narrow subset of all cases of the disease.
This, of course, is because there are many different lower-level carcinogens
that are all capable of causing this disease, so any single carcinogen only controls and explains a narrow subset of all cases. This reveals a problem for citing carcinogen z1 in explaining the type-level occurrence of lung cancer—the
problem is that this carcinogen only explains a small fraction of all cases that
make up the explanatory target.
Alternatively, notice that the higher-level causal factor “smoking” does
not have this problem—this factor does “make a difference” to all (or most)
cases of this disease. In other words, this factor has causal control of broad
scope, in the sense that it controls and explains most or all cases of this disease at the population level. Targeting and manipulating the higher-level variable “smoking” controls and explains whether patients in the population get
this disease. For nearly all cases in the population, smoking causes this disease and refraining from smoking prevents it no matter which lower-level
carcinogens are involved. This point makes sense of the fact that biomedical
researchers and nonexperts appeal to smoking as the cause of lung cancer and
10. Fodor and Putnam do not deny the relevance of lower-level physical details to tokenlevel cases, which they consider “token-physicalism” (Fodor 1974, 105; Putnam 1975,
131–32). They suggest that reduction involves stronger commitments than this type of
claim. Sober claims that Putnam “discusses the explanation of singular occurrences” (Sober
1999, 552). However, even in the pegboard case, Putnam makes a number of claims that
reveal his interest in type-level explananda. These are seen in his claims that increased generality tracks explanatory power and that generality of an explanation means that it “applies
to a much more interesting class of systems” (Putnam 1975, 132). In particular: “the fact is
that we are much more interested in generalizing to other structures which are rigid and have
various geometrical relations, than we are in generalizing to the next peg that has exactly this
molecular structure, for the very good reason that there is not going to be a next peg that has
exactly this molecular structure. So in terms of real life disciplines, real life ways of slicing
up scientiﬁc problems, the higher level explanation in far more general, which is why it is
explanatory” (132).
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explicitly target smoking cessation in efforts to control and prevent this disease. Advertising campaigns and the advice of health care professionals are
purposefully directed at changing smoking habits, because this allows for
control over the population-wide occurrence of this disease. Targeting a single carcinogen in these efforts would be less helpful because this would only
offer control over a small percentage of all cases of lung cancer. Yet, no matter what different lower-level carcinogens are involved, changes in smoking
habits can explain and control the type-level occurrence of this disease.
The scope of a factor’s causal control is related to at least two main concepts in the scientiﬁc and philosophical literature. First, it is related to the statistical concept of percentage variance explained, which has to do with how
well an independent variable explains variation in a dependent or effect variable (Utts and Heckard 2007). This notion is frequently represented as a percentage derived from the least squares line and the squared correlation coefﬁcient r 2. For example, “if a correlation has the value r 5 0:5, the squared
correlation is r 2 5 (0:5)2 5 0:25, or 25%, and a researcher may write that
the explanatory variable explains 25% of the variation among observed values of the response variable” (169; emphasis added). In this context, to say
that a variable “explains” some percentage of the variation in another typically
means that it “predicts” this variation because it involves correlational as opposed to causal data. However, if there are additional reasons that suggest
that the variables stand in a causal relationship (as in the scenario in ﬁg. 3),
these notions of “percentage variance explained” and “explanation” can take
on a causal interpretation. Suppose we want to explain variation in “lung cancer”—we want to know why it varies from present (1) to absent (0) across
patients in a particular population. Furthermore, this population contains
people who both smoke and do not smoke, where the cigarettes in question
contain the causally relevant carcinogens (z1, z2, . . ., zn) shown in ﬁgure 3. In
this population, changes in a lower-level carcinogen, such as z1, will explain a
smaller percentage of the variance in this target compared to changes in the
higher-level factor x or changes in smoking habits. There is signiﬁcant variation in the effect variable “lung cancer” that z1 does not explain because
there are instances of this cancer that are caused by other carcinogens. This
is not the case for the causal variable x, which relates to smoking habits—x
explains a much higher percentage of the variation in the effect because all
cases of this disease are caused by changes in x (and all cancer-free cases
are caused by its absence). In this population, changes in “smoking” provides
a better explanation of lung cancer than changes in z1 because changes in
smoking explains a greater percentage of variation in this trait than changes
in the particular lower-level carcinogen.
Second, the scope of a factor’s causal control is also related to Yablo and
Woodward’s discussions of proportionality or the choice of level in explanation (Yablo 1992; Woodward 2010). These notions involve considerations of
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proper “ﬁt” between cause and effect variables. In other words, with respect
to a speciﬁed effect, a cause should provide no more and no less relevant detail. In order to see this, consider Yablo’s example of a pigeon that has been
trained to peck at a red target (1992, 257). As Woodward suggests, one might
characterize an explanation of the pigeon’s behavior in at least two different
ways. Either (a) “the presentation of a scarlet target caused the pigeon to
peck” or (b) “the presentation of a red target caused the pigeon to peck”
(Woodward 2010, 297). A problem with a is that it implies that only the scarlet color causes the pigeon to peck, when this behavior is actually evoked by
any shade of red. In this case, too much irrelevant lower-level detail is being
provided, which obscures the factor that is actually doing the causal or explanatory work—namely, the color red, not its particular shade. Woodward
suggests that the right amount of detail (or “ﬁt”) depends on a causal factor’s
ability to provide “accurate information about the conditions under which alternative states of the effect will be realized” and that it provides “only such
information” (13). As “red” provides accurate information about other situations under which the pigeon would peck and “scarlet” does not, b satisﬁes
this criterion better than a.11 This case is interestingly similar to the smoking
example. Claiming that lung cancer is caused by carcinogen z1 is misleading
because it suggests that this carcinogen in particular, and not others, causes
this disease, which is not true. In this case, too much irrelevant lower-level
detail has been provided that fails to supply information about other conditions under which the effect of interest would occur. It can suggest that the
absence of z1 will prevent lung cancer, which is incorrect because the presence of z2 can also cause this disease. What matters for the type-level occurrence of this disease is whether an individual smokes, as opposed to the particular carcinogen present in the cigarette. “Smoking” is more proportional to
the population-wide incidence of lung cancer than “carcinogen z.” This is because “smoking” provides relevant information (and only such information)
about other states of affairs that give rise to this outcome, while “carcinogen
z” does not. This captures how, once an explanatory target is ﬁxed, different
causes may have different degrees of “ﬁt” with such a target. If a higher-level
cause has better ﬁt with an explanatory target than a lower-level one, proportionality captures the objective sense in which the higher-level cause provides a better explanation than the lower-level one.
This suggests a different understanding of the explanatory relevance
of higher- and lower-level details than Sober claims. According to Sober,
11. Alternatively, if the pigeon did only peck at scarlet targets (and not just any shade of
red), a would score better along this dimension than b. This is because b would contain
too little relevant detail about the conditions under which other states of the effect are
realized (it would not explain why the pigeon fails to peck when presented with crimson
but pecks when presented with scarlet).
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lower-level detail enjoys a kind of objective explanatory power that higherlevel detail can never provide. If anyone denies the explanatory value of
lower-level detail, it is probably because such detail is “more than [they] want
to hear” or because it explains “too much” (Sober 1999, 547). However, when
we look to the smoking and pigeon examples, the problem is not that the lowerlevel details explain too much but that they explain too little—they fail to account for all (or most) of the cases of interest. In these situations, it is not that
we have heard “more than we want to hear” but that we have not heard enough
of what actually matters. We want an explanation of a type-level trait, and
lower-level details are limited in providing such an explanation. These limitations conﬂict with Sober’s claims that lower-level details are really doing the
“work” and that they provide a type of “causal completeness” that cannot be
supplied by higher-level details. In fact, if completeness has to do with accounting for a larger percentage of all cases of interest, the higher-level factors
actually provide a more complete explanation than the lower-level ones.
This analysis reveals that multiple realizability does, in fact, pose issues
for explanatory reduction. At least one set of these issues can be well understood within a causal framework, in which various lower-level factors are
causally heterogeneous for a type-level outcome. In this situation, there are
problems for citing lower-level details in explanations, and there are objective
reasons to privilege appealing to higher-level details over lower-level ones.
These reasons have to do with the causal and explanatory relevance of factors
to the type-level target and the fact that, in some cases, the lower-level factors
explain fewer instances of this target than higher-level ones. This relates the
explanatory power of a cause to the scope of its causal control over a typelevel outcome.
One advantage of this analysis is that it provides a straightforward way to
understand key concepts employed in some of the earliest arguments for the
multiple realizability thesis, such as the notions of generality and scope (Putnam 1975). This analysis differs from earlier attempts to make these concepts
clear in two important ways: it formulates them in the context of causal explanation and it deﬁnes them with respect to a particular explanatory target
(i.e., type-level phenomena). This makes it clear exactly what “generality”
and “scope” refer to and the particular contexts in which they guide determinations of explanatory relevance. Different kinds of explanatory targets are
likely to involve different guidelines or criteria for determining which details
are relevant and which are not. We can see this with token and type-level targets. Generality, breadth, and scope are highly important for type-level outcomes but less so for explanations of single occurrences. This provides a novel
way to understand the operative notions of generality and breadth, which is in
terms of the scope of a factor’s causal control over some explanatory target.
Furthermore, this indicates a particular way to make sense of Fodor and
Putnam’s claims in a causal context. When you are interested in explaining
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many instances of a higher-level phenomenon, causal details that explain
more of these cases provide an objectively better explanation than detail that
explains fewer of them.12
4. Problems with the Disjunctive Strategy. It may seem that there is a
clear solution to these problems for reductive explanation. Why not explain
the higher-level effect by appealing to a disjunctive set of all lower-level
causes of y (or realizers of x)? One problem for this approach is that standard
views of reduction do not allow for heterogeneous disjunctions (Fodor 1974,
1997). For the project of reducing P → Q, the disjunctive set of realizers for
each predicate (P and Q) will produce disjuncts within any “law” that is formulated at the lower level.13 One issue here is that laws are expected to be
nondisjunctive and to contain “natural kind terms,” while multiple realization
prevents this condition from being met (Fodor 1974). Whether these are legitimate issues has been the focus of signiﬁcant debate (Sober 1999; Butterﬁeld 2011a, 2011b). Much of this debate has centered around explanations
that are not clearly causal but are instead of a deductive-nomological variety
or focused on the derivation of higher-level laws from lower-level ones. In
keeping with the causal framework of this article, it will help to consider this
disjunctive strategy within the context of causal explanation and, in particular, causal explanations of type-level phenomena.
The question we can consider now is whether in the smoking case, and
similar examples, this disjunctive move overcomes the aforementioned issues associated with appealing to lower-level heterogeneous causes. Similar
examples are fairly common in the biological sciences. One clear set of examples are cases of genetic heterogeneity, in which distinct instances of a particular phenotype are caused by completely different gene variants (or combinations of them). For example, the disease phenotype retinitis pigmentosa
is caused by anywhere from 75 to 300 different gene mutations, and our best
scientiﬁc evidence suggests that numerous psychiatric disorders, such as
schizophrenia, are marked by similar degrees of genetic heterogeneity (Evans
2017; Uher and Zwicker 2017). So, at the very least, we do ﬁnd biological
cases with this type of causal structure. However, the question remains—in
these cases, do appeals to disjunctive sets of causes supply legitimate explanations of type-level phenomena?
The strategy of appealing to disjunctive causes introduces a variety of issues that are helpfully revealed within a causal framework. A ﬁrst issue with
12. The feature of “broad scope” should be viewed as one of many criteria that can be
used to assess explanatory power—it should be added to lists of other criteria that have
been discussed in the literature (Ylikoski and Kuorikoski 2010).
13. For example, in reducing the regularity P → Q (from ﬁg. 1), we may get a lower-level
regularity such as A1 or A2 . . . or An causes B1 or B2 . . . or Bn.
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this disjunctive strategy is that it does not appear to accurately capture how
explanations work in science. Scientists rarely explain heterogeneous phenotypes by listing off all causes in the disjunctive format suggested. In fact,
there are often too many causes to make this a realistic approach. For diseases
like retinitis pigmentosa and schizophrenia, this would involve listing off
nearly 300 causal factors, which is an absurd requirement to expect valid explanations to meet. If this disjunctive strategy is a viable approach, there is a
kind of puzzle in that we do not ﬁnd it used in scientiﬁc practice.
A second issue concerns how to understand the structure of causal explanation when the explanans is a disjunctive set of causes. From the standpoint
of an interventionist account, changes in an effect variable are understood as
counterfactually dependent on changes in a cause variable. Incorporating the
disjunctive strategy into this framework suggests that changes in an effect are
counterfactually dependent on changes in a disjunction; however, it is not
clear how exactly to interpret this.14 In particular, it is not clear what it would
mean to intervene on a disjunction (or how one would go about doing this) or
what it means to say that an effect counterfactually depends on a disjunction.
Such issues apply to all accounts of causation that understand causal relationships in terms of dependency relations. Providing convincing support for the
plausibility of the disjunctive strategy requires elaboration on how it works,
how it overcomes these challenges, and how it can be reconciled with a speciﬁed account of causal explanation.
Third, this disjunctive strategy can be incompatible with the role that uniﬁcation plays in judgments of explanatory relevance (Lombrozo and Pacer
2017). For example, with respect to explanations of type-level phenomena
in biology and biomedicine there is a common view that uniﬁed causal explanations are preferable to disuniﬁed ones. This is seen in discussions of disease traits, in which there is often a dedicated search for the “shared causal
etiology” of a given disease, which refers to some shared causal process that
all instances of the disease have in common. The perceived importance of
this feature is so strong that it is often used to discount hypothesized diseases
from being viewed as “legitimate” and “valid” when they fail to meet it.
Clearly, identifying disease traits that meet this shared causal etiology standard is useful from the perspectives of explanation and control. This can satisfy our interest in simple explanations over unnecessarily complex ones
(Lombrozo and Pacer 2017). Why tell 300 different causal stories for a disease, when one would sufﬁce? Why therapeutically target 300 different
causal factors, when targeting and manipulating one can control all cases of
the population-wide disease? When a type-level outcome has a shared causal
process, this process can be cited in explaining the trait, and it can be targeted
to potentially prevent, treat, and cure it. These points emphasize how useful it
14. This point was ﬁrst brought to my attention by Jim Woodward.
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can be to identify shared, single, or uniﬁed causes for a given biological trait
and how a disjunctive set of causes fails to provide this type of utility.15
A fourth problem with the disjunctive strategy is that it fails to answer an
additional question that arises in situations of causal heterogeneity. When it
is discovered that a biological trait is causally heterogeneous, there is often
an expectation that a further question should be answered in order to provide
a satisfying explanation of the trait. This further question is “why do different
causes all produce the same effect”? There is something puzzling about this
situation that conﬂicts with the intuitive view that the same type of effect
should have the same type of cause (Hume 1738, XV).16 Situations of causal
heterogeneity conﬂict with this intuition, and scientists often expect that some
explanation of the outcome should furnish an answer to this question or resolve
the puzzle. The structure of this scenario is similar to cases of universality discussed by Batterman (2002). In these cases a “universal” behavior is some behavior that is shared across systems with different microstructural details. Examples include microstructurally distinct ﬂuids that exhibit similar features at
their critical points and neurons that exhibit the same ﬁring pattern despite having different physical details (Batterman 2002; Ross 2015). Situations of causal
heterogeneity are similar to these “universal” behaviors because they capture
a shared behavior that is produced by different causal details across different
systems. Batterman identiﬁes a particular explanatory why-question that arises
in these cases—which he calls a type (ii) why-question—which asks why the
same behavior is exhibited by systems with different details. Similar to cases
of multiple realizability, such a question cannot be answered by citing a particular realizer or cause that is relevant to a single system. This might explain the
behavior in a single case but not why the behavior is exhibited across physically distinct systems. This type (ii) why-question well captures part of the explanatory puzzle in cases of causal heterogeneity. In these cases, there is an interest in knowing why different factors all produce the same effect and citing a
disjunctive set of causes fails to answer this question.
These problems show that the disjunctive strategy is not a viable option in
situations of multiple realizability and causal heterogeneity for type-level explanatory targets. Thus, in explaining the type-level incidence of lung cancer,
there are problems for citing single lower-level causes and for citing disjunctive
15. This is suggested by Richardson (2008), who notes that a main issue with disjunction is that it refers to disparate lower-level kinds, as opposed to some higher-level homogeneous property (530).
16. As Hume states, “where several different objects produce the same effect, it must be by
means of some quality, which we discover to be common amongst them. For as like effects
imply like causes, we must always ascribe the causation to the circumstance, wherein we
discover the resemblance.” This captures the intuitive view that similar effects should or often have some similar causal story. If this similar causal story is not identiﬁed, there should
be some explanation for how different causes produce the same effect (Hume 1738, XV).
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sets of them. As these are clear alternatives to citing a higher-level cause such
as “smoking,” and these alternatives face issues, we have more reason to
view the higher-level cause as the more compelling explanation.
5. Other Scientiﬁc Examples. This analysis suggests that multiple realizability and causal heterogeneity can pose challenges for reductive explanation. In these cases, higher-level detail can have more explanatory power than
lower-level detail. This has been demonstrated by analyzing Sober’s smoking
example. In this case, smoking provides an objectively better explanation of
the population-wide occurrence of lung cancer than a particular carcinogen.
This is because smoking better fulﬁlls the criteria of broad scope and proportionality: smoking explains more instances of lung cancer than any single
carcinogen.
While this analysis identiﬁes particular challenges for explanatory reduction, it does not support the stronger claims that higher-level explananda are
always best explained at higher levels or that higher-level explananda are always “autonomous” from lower levels. While the criteria of broad scope and
proportionality indicate which causal detail is most explanatorily relevant to
an outcome, they do not specify the particular “level” at which this detail resides. In cases of causal heterogeneity there are reasons to think that this explanatorily relevant detail can reside at (i) lower levels, (ii) midrange levels, or
(iii) the higher levels of the explanatory target.17 In order to see this, consider
one dissimilarity between Sober’s smoking example and many cases of causal
heterogeneity in biology. While many situations of causal heterogeneity involve some higher-level effect (y) and its many lower-level heterogeneous
causes (z1, z2, . . . , zn), they often lack a higher-level variable (x) that all heterogeneous causes instantiate or realize. In other words, these cases of causal
heterogeneity look like ﬁgure 3, but they lack variable x. This is obvious in
examples of genetically heterogeneous disease phenotypes such as retinitis
pigmentosa, Parkinson’s disease, and Alzheimer’s disease. These cases involve a higher-level effect (disease trait) and lower-level heterogeneous causes
(numerous gene variants), but they lack a clear higher-level factor that the
genetic causes all realize. These gene variants are lower-level properties that
lack a clear higher-level counterpart in the way that lower-level carcinogens
relate to the higher-level property “smoking.”
Appealing to such a higher-level, multiply realized cause was exactly
what provided increased explanatory power in the smoking example. If no
such cause is present in cases of genetically heterogeneous disease traits,
how are such traits explained? One approach involves identifying a causal
variable that the heterogeneous factors all causally converge on and operate
17. I should point out that this conclusion is broadly supported by other work in this
literature, such as Keeley (2000), Richardson (2008), and Raerinne (2017).
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through in producing the ﬁnal effect of interest. Thus, instead of identifying a
causal variable that the heterogeneous factors all realize, the goal here is to
identify a variable that they all causally converge on. In the biological sciences
this is often referred to as a “ﬁnal common pathway” or “bottle neck” that all
causal factors funnel through on their way to producing the single, shared phenotype (Betancur 2011, 62; Kendler 2012, 7). For example, research suggests
that the heterogeneous causes of Parkinson’s disease all converge on the death
of dopaminergic neurons, which produces the parkinsonian disease phenotype
(Burbulla and Krüger 2011). In Alzheimer’s disease the ﬁnal common pathway is beta-amyloid accumulation in the brain, and in retinitis pigmentosa it
is the death of retinal photoreceptor cells (Gandy 2005, 1121; Kennan, Aherne,
and Humphries 2005, 108). In explaining the population-wide incidence of
these disease traits, causal factors in the ﬁnal common pathway provide more
explanatory power than the distinct, heterogeneous causes. This is because
such unifying causes better meet the conditions of broad scope control and proportionality, compared to the individual, heterogeneous factors. These unifying
causes—located in the ﬁnal common pathway or convergence point—“make
a difference” to all (or most) cases of the disease trait of interest.
This captures a similar explanatory strategy to the smoking scenario but
also an important difference. The shared strategy—found in both the smoking example and these disease examples—involves assessing explanatory
power on the basis of the conditions of broad scope control and proportionality. Factors that meet these conditions are often “unifying causes”—they
capture some uniﬁed causal story that explains all (or most) instances of
the type-level outcome. In the smoking example these heterogeneous causes
are uniﬁed by a higher-level realizer. In the disease examples, the heterogeneous causes are uniﬁed by a shared downstream cause that they all converge
on. These capture two different ways to unify a heterogeneous set of causal
factors and two different ways to explain how different factors all produce the
same outcome. With respect to the latter, notice that both of these resolve the
puzzle that the disjunctive strategy left open, namely, why different causes all
produce the same effect. In the ﬁrst case, this is because the different heterogeneous factors all realize the same higher-level cause, which produces the
same effect. In the second case, this is because the different heterogeneous
factors all converge on the same causal process, which produces the same effect. Both cases conform to the intuition that the same type of effect should
have the same type of cause.
However, there are clear differences between these strategies. In the smoking example, the unifying cause is at a higher level. This leads to the view that
higher-level detail can be more explanatorily relevant than lower-level detail.
However, in many cases of causal heterogeneity in biology, unifying causes
are not always found at higher levels. In particular, one unique feature of the
ﬁnal common pathway strategy is that these unifying causes can be located at
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many different levels. These unifying causes can be located anywhere from the
(i) lower-level gene variants, to (ii) midrange cellular processes, to (iii) higherlevel behavioral properties. As an example of the ﬁrst, (i) different gene variants can converge on the production (or misproduction) of the same biochemical product, which captures a lower-level uniﬁed cause. Examples of the second
situation (ii), of midlevel unifying causes, are seen in the cases of retinitis
pigmentosa, Parkinson’s disease, and Alzheimer’s disease. For each of these
diseases, lower-level gene variants all causally converge on neuronal and cellular processes, which occupy intermediate biological levels.18 Finally, an example of (iii) is a situation in which these variants all converge on higher-level
neural networks, brain circuitry, or cognitive processes that reﬂect a higher-level
uniﬁed cause. Thus, the unifying causal story can be found at different levels
for different explananda. The location of the unifying causes captures the location of the “causal action” that explains and ultimately leads to the outcome
of interest (Kendler 2013, 1060).
What does this tell us about the “level” of scientiﬁc detail that is causally
and explanatorily relevant to biological outcomes? Part of what it suggests
is a more measured view about the consequences of multiple realizability
than claims that the special sciences are “still autonomous after all these
years” (Fodor 1997, 149). Factors that are causally and explanatorily relevant to a higher-level outcome can be at the same higher level, but they do
not have to be. Strong claims of autonomy do not make sense of successful
and common explanations of higher-level disease traits that appeal to gene
variants or cellular processes, which are clearly at lower levels. Alternatively,
all explanations of higher-level phenomena are not always reductive—these
explananda are sometimes explained by causal factors at the same higher
level or at other midrange levels that do not collapse down to the lower levels of biology (or physics). So neither strong higher-level autonomy nor
lower-level reductive explanation alone captures the nature of biological
explanation. Instead, these explanations appeal to detail at various scientiﬁc
levels. Furthermore, the particular level of detail that biologists cite in their
explanations is not determined on the basis of personal preferences, mere
“matter[s] of taste,” or simply what they are interested in. Instead, the level
of detail they appeal to is dictated by the level at which particular causal
factors are found—namely, causal factors that meet the standards of broad
18. This supports a picture, suggested by Schaffner (2007), in which biological explanation often involves theories of the “middle range” in the sense that they appeal to phenomena that occupy some midlevel location. In other words, these theories are “not about high
level populations evolving in evolutionary time and not about speciﬁc DNA sequences or
speciﬁc enzymes functioning in well deﬁned biochemical pathways, but where at the level
of the organelle, the gene as characterized by functional products, the cell, and the organ”
(147). Related ideas are present in Darden and Maull’s (1977) work on “interﬁeld theories” and Craver’s (2007) discussion of interﬁeld integration.
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scope control and proportionality. Once a type-level outcome is selected,
it is an objective matter whether a cause or causal process meets these
standards.
6. Conclusion. This analysis places the multiple realizability thesis within a
causal framework and relates it to a common type of causal complexity in biology, namely, causal heterogeneity. It is argued that multiple realizability and
causal heterogeneity pose problems for reductive explanation. In these cases,
lower-level details have less explanatory power than high-level details. This
assessment of explanatory power is not made on the basis of personal preference or mere “matter[s] of taste” (Sober 1999, 551). Whether these details are
explanatorily relevant is determined on the basis of objective considerations—
these have to do with whether factors have causal control of broad scope and
are proportional to their effects. However, while these identify problems for
reductive explanation, this does not mean that they can never be provided or
that higher-level explananda are “autonomous” from lower levels, in some
strong sense. In these situations, the level of relevant detail is determined by
the level at which some unifying causal story is found.
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